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Consolidation is often conceptualised as a general process by w hich m em ory traces

can be streng thened in the brain . A n alternative idea , developed here, is that a

particu lar sort o f consolidation is requ ired for estab lishing m em ories belonging to a

neurobio log ically defined categoryÐ m em ories d ispersed across m ultip le distinct

neocortical zones. These m em ories are consolidated v ia the formation of a

neocortical cell assem bly that confers coherence to the set of scatte red neocortica l

m em ory traces. A set of m em ory traces linked in th is m anner can subsequently

serve as the basis for conscious reco llection . A disruption of th is neocortica l

consolidation process is held to be responsib le for the patte rns of preserved and

im paired m em ory observed in am nesic patien ts. A suitab le stra tegy for em pirically

testing th is sort o f theory requires an exam ination of evidence from neuropsycho-

log ical studies of am nesia and from studies of the neural substrates of m em ory

functions in normal sub jects .

INTRODUCTION

In an influential paper published in 1976, Paul Rozin systematically contrasted

various theories of hum an am nesia and cam e to a conclusion that may still be

appropriate today. Rozin proposed that the core defect in amnesia is a severe

consolidation block with norm al m em ory-activation processes, and furthermore,

he ended his review (1976, p.42) by expressing the hope that by 1990, ``the

intervening advances in the psychological understanding of hum an mem ory w ill

perm it someone to organize m ateria ls on the amnesic syndromes so that they can

be covered in a few pages.’ ’ The literature on am nesia, however, has steadily

expanded, as M ayes & Downes (this issue) dem onstrated in their survey of the

evidence that theories of amnesia must address. The number of theoretical

positions has also expanded, but a clear consensus on which theory can best

explain the evidence has not yet em erged.
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In this article I describe a new version of a consolidation theory and exam ine

how well it can handle the challenge of explaining the evidence from amnesia .

In addition, I argue that a reasonable goal is to seek connections between

theories of amnesia and theories of norm al m em ory so as to foster their

synergistic developm ent. This can be accom plished by considering the

neuropsychological evidence from amnesia together w ith evidence about the

neural substrates of norm al memory functions. To support this view , the

penultim ate section sum m arises recent research using neuroim aging and

neurom onitoring techniques to study memory functions in norm al subjects,

building on the know ledge gained through the study of amnesia .

In amnesia, brain dam age underm ines the ability to recollect previously

experienced episodes and facts. In som e cases of am nesia, a memory deficit

occurs in the absence of other inte llectual dysfunctions.
1

The selectivity of the

m em ory deficit affords two key conclusions: (1) the preserved intellectual

abilities do not require the integrity of the damaged brain areas, and (2) these

brain areas contribute a function that is critical for the type of memory that is

impaired. But what is the nature of this critical function?

A lthough it is possible to investigate the functional deficit of am nesia w ithout

regard to the nature of the neural dysfunction, the most suitable strategy for

understanding amnesia is to simultaneously seek to understand the disorder from

both perspectives. Thus, an adequate theoretical account of amnesia would

include:

1. a psychological description of the disrupted memory function;

2. a biological description of the neural disruption;

3 . a m apping betw een the psycholog ica l dysfunction and the brain

dysfunction w ith reference to the neural implem entation of m em ory

functions in normal subjects.

W hereas psychological and biological aspects of a theory can be listed

separately, they are highly interdependent. U ltim ately it w ill be im portant to

bridge the gap between these two levels of descriptionÐ a key goal of the field

of cognitive neuroscience.

1
M ayes & D ow nes (this issue) no te the lack o f agreem ent abou t whether anm esia shou ld be

considered a he terogeneous synd rom e. Indeed, am nesia o ften occurs toge ther w ith additiona l

sym ptom s that a re d issociab le from the m em ory im pairment (e.g. confabula tion, anosognosia,

d isorien tation, perseveration, and rem o te m em ory loss). D esp ite this controversy, a w ork ing

hypo thesis is adop ted here tha t the d isruption of a sing le m em ory func tion g ives rise to a se t o f core

m em ory im pairments.
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CONSOLIDATION OF DISPERSED NEOCORTICAL
MEMORIES

The idea that amnesia arises because of the disruption of a consolidation process

is not new . The construct of consolidationÐ the process whereby m em ories

change to become stronger over tim eÐ has a long history in the study of

memory, both in human and nonhum an subjects (Squire, Cohen, & Nadel,

1984). Early theorising by Burnham (1903, p. 396) construed consolidation as

``a physical process of organization and a psychological process of repetition

and association.’ ’ The view that hum an amnesia reflects a consolidation deficit

was advocated by Brenda M ilner in explaining the pattern of deficits in patient

HM , who received a bilateral surgical excision to the hippocampus and adjacent

tem poral lobe regions (Scoville & M ilner, 1957). M ilner (1965) referred to this

area as ``the hippocampal zone’ ’ and suggested that it made possible the storage

of information beyond the im mediate present via the consolidation process.

M ilner also concluded that the hippocam pal zone was not necessary for form ing

tem porary associations between stim uli or for the variety of intellectual abilities

that patients reta ined, including m any uses of past learning. These abilities were

thought to depend primarily on cell assem blies w ithin the cerebral cortex (Hebb,

1949). Tem porary associations could be recalled if attention was continuously

maintained on the information. A fter attention was diverted, recall was thought

to depend on the sim ultaneous activity of cortical and hippocam pal cells.

Furthermore, M ilner explained the intact rem ote memories of amnesic patients

by supposing that cortical cell assemblies could eventually mediate recall

autonomously, without the hippocampus.

The present consolidation theory of am nesia extends these ideas in several

directions. Some sim ilarities to other theories in the literature are discussed in a

subsequent section. The theory can be sum marised by eight chief propositions,

as follows:

1. Episodes are experienced when a set of neocortical neurons representing

relevant events and states are activated. This requires the participation of

neocortical regions specialised for representing different types of information

(various visual areas, various auditory areas, and so on). The term neocortical

zone will be used to refer to these functionally distinct regions. Aspects of

spatiotemporal context are essential features of episodes that depend on a large

set of neocortical zones. Thus, encoding and storage of episodic information

characteristically involves multiple neocortical zones. Likew ise, many sorts of

facts also rely on representations distributed across m ultiple neocortical zones.

A set of neurons w ithin each neocortical zone can function to represent a

single m em ory feature (or ``m em ory attribute’ ’ as described by Underwood,

1969). This set of neurons will be termed a neocortical ensemble. The

co llection of neocortica l ensem b les that represents fac tua l o r episodic
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inform ation dispersed across m ultiple neocortical zones w ill be termed a

neocortical consortium .

2. Re-experiencing an episode as a memory requires the participation of the

same neocortical consortium that was activated during the original experience.

Consolidation of a dispersed neocortical m em ory (henceforth referred to sim ply

as consolidation) involves a process whereby the constituent parts of the

m em ory are linked together in an enduring way. Remembering an episode or

fact is facilitated by consolidation because successful retrieval depends on the

extent to which the individual elements of the m em ory are strongly integrated as

a unit.

3 . The consolidation process is accom plished via an interplay between the

hippocam pal zone and the neocortex. The retrieval of facts and episodes is made

possib le because this interplay resu lts in the m od ification o f synaptic

connections at m em ory storage sites distributed acro ss m ultiple neocortical

regions. The contribution of the hippocam pal±neocortical interaction is twofold.

First, hippocampal neurons are instrumental in the re-activation of a dispersed

neocortical memory at the time of retrieval. Second, the same hippocampal

neurons function over extended time periods to prom ote the form ation of what

w ill be referred to as a coherence ensemble. Each coherence ensem ble has

connections to the constituent parts of a neocortical consortium and facilitates

the activation of that consortium as a unit. Eventually, the coherence ensemble

takes over the role of facilitating the re-activation of the neocortical consortium

such that the hippocam pal connections are no longer required.

4. M em ory storage can be facilitated by consolidation for m em ories that rely

on representations dispersed across multiple neocortical zones, and this can

apply for episodes, facts, and perhaps for some associative prim ing effects.

B rain mechanism s responsible for these memories can collectively be termed the

declarative memory system . Varieties of nondeclarative memory are accom-

plished w ithout the necessary participation of the declarative memory system

and are intact in amnesia either because (a) the memories are stored in places

other than the neocortex or (b) plasticity w ithin individual neocortical zones is

sufficient for m em ory storage.

5. Conso lidation proceeds in proportion to the exten t to which the

neocortical consortium is re-act iva ted as a unit . P rocesses critical for

consolidationÐ memory access, association, and integrationÐ are active pro-

cesses and are m arkedly prom oted during dream ing. Consolidation is not a

passive process inexorably set into m otion at encoding, but rather it is

determ ined by the continuing relevance of the m em orial inform ation and

relationships to other inform ation in an individual’ s ongoing cognitive activities.

6 . Consolidation depends on the concurrent re-activation of neocortical

consortia through two neuronal routes. One pathway involves hippocampal

connections through transitional cortex in the temporal lobe. The second

pathway involves diencephalic projections to neocortical regions, along w ith
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p re frontal in te rconnections. A fter conso lid ation is com plete , coherence

ensem bles in anterior temporal and orbitofrontal cortex participate in the re-

activation of neocortical consortia through direct cortical±cortical connections.

7. H ippocam pal plasticity is rapidly and indiscrim inately available to

provide coherence to dispersed neocortica l m emories. The form ation of

coherence ensem bles takes longer to achieve, but provides coherence to

neocortical memories less indiscrim inately and fades more slow ly.

8. Consolidation and recollection occur under the supervision of prefrontal

areas that provide critical activation of posterior regions in the service of

memory retrieval. This prefrontal activation is instrum ental for memory search

operations that can selectively access coherence ensem bles as well as individual

neocortical ensembles that com prise declarative m em ories.

G iven this theoretical fram ework, how can the central findings from amnesia

be exp la ined? T ab le 1 lis ts the ch ief characterist ic s o f am nesia and

TABLE 1

Accounting for the Chief Characteristics of Amnesia as the Outcome of a Defect in
Consolidating Dispersed Neocortical Mem ories

Im paired reca ll and

recogn ition of fac ts and

episodes (an terograde)

In the absence o f conso lida tion, re-ac tiva tion o f the sca tte red com ponents

com prising the m em orial info rm ation occurs only inefficien tly.

Prese rved im m ed iate

m em ory

O nce activa ted, disp ersed neoco rtical rep resentat ions can be m aintained in

an ac tiva ted state v ia p refrontal connec tions.

Prese rved retrieva l o f

rem ote m em ories

R em o te m em ories can be efficien tly accessed v ia p reviou sly estab lished

coherence en sem b les.

Tem poral grad ient of

retrog rade am nesia

T he tem po ral grad ien t corresponds to the p ro trac ted tim espan of

conso lida tion, w hich varies g rea tly from one m em ory to another.

Prese rved m otor sk il ls,

cond ition ing, and

nonasso c iative learning

T hese types o f learn ing are not m ed iated co rtical ly but instead depend on

o ther brain reg ions such as the cerebe llum and basa l gang lia . D ifferen t

so rts o f conso lida tion m ay be requ ired.

Prese rved sem antic

m em ory

G eneral knowledge o f the w orld is ava ilab le because it is a lready

conso lida ted o r becau se it is contained w ithin a sing le neocortica l zone .

Prese rved item -sp ecific

p rim ing

T his type o f p rim ing depend s on the storage o f inform ation w ithin a sing le

neoco rtical zone. T em po rary effec ts o f the ac tiva tion of these

rep resen tat ions do no t require conso lida tion .

Im paired assoc iat ion-

spec ific prim ing

N ew asso c iat ion s across m u ltiple neoco rtical zones are fac il itated by

conso lida tion, and so are stored less efficien tly in the ab sence o f no rm al

conso lida tion.
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corresponding explanations based on the core deficit proposed in the present

theory. A salient feature of this theory is that neurobiological criteria are used to

define declarat ive m em ory , the type of m em ory im pa ired in am nesia.

Declarative mem ories are those that rely on dispersed neocortical m em ory

traces, and furthermore, the process of consolidation specified here is taken to

apply only to this type of memory. One shortcom ing of this approach is that

these neurobiological criteria are not transparent from the behaviour of the

subject, a lthough in essence these distinctions pertain to the brain . M em ory

distinctions are biological distinctions. Furthermore, tying well-established

psychological conceptualisations to the biology of cortical storage has the virtue

of connecting them to a long tradition of neuroscience research concerned w ith

understanding the physiology of nervous systems (Squire, Know lton, & M usen,

1993).

The theory posits that consolidation confers coherence to elements of a

declarative m em ory. The elem ental unit of information is thought to be

contained w ithin a single neocortical zone. The plasticity takes the form of

changes in synaptic connection strengths such that the m em orial inform ation is

represented using a large number of neurons, as in a Hebbian cell assembly. The

cell assembly, or neocortical ensemble, m ight involve neurons in more than one

cortical column, but these columns would share comm on representational

principles and would be considered part of the sam e neocortical zone. A lthough

general methods for em pirically delineating neocortical zones cannot be given,

presumably there are distinct zones for each of the ways in which sensory input

is analysed. For exam ple, w ithin the arena of representing facial inform ation, a

variety of visual analyses m ay be conducted, and there m ay be corresponding

zones for representing the results of these different analyses. Judging from the

number of distinct visual areas found in the neocortex, the sum total of

neocortical zones may be quite large.

The nature of a neocortical zone is central here because consolidation is

defined as a process that links neocortical inform ation across zones. Declarative

m em ories are fundam entally characterised by a dependence on connections

among neocortical ensembles in multiple zones. Preserved prim ing effects in

am nesia are charac terised by a dependence on plasticity w ithin sing le

neocortical zones. Consider item -specific and association-specific prim ing. An

exam ple of the form er is enhanced identification for studied words compared to

nonstudied words; an exam ple of the latter is enhanced identification for studied

word pairs com pared to studied words com bined to form new pairings (Paller &

M ayes, 1994). Item -specific prim ing is preserved because the relevant plasticity

occurs w ithin a neocortical zone concerned with representing one aspect of an

item , such as visual word-form . Such representations involve a large number of

neurons, bu t the crucial fac to r concern s the scale o f the distribu ted

representationsÐ whether they are distributed within versus across neocortical

zones. Association-specific prim ing is generally im paired because the relevant
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plasticity occurs w ith respect to connections among m ultiple neocortical

ensem bles not restricted to a single zone, as in the semantic associations formed

between words. Schacter (1987) used the term ``free fragments ’ ’ to denote the

isolated mem ory components that an amnesic patient can retain . Representations

maintained within a single neocortical zone may correspond to so-called unitised

representations or free fragm ents (Hayes-Roth, 1977; Schacter & M cGlynn,

1989).

Retrieval factors can have a strong influence on whether a prim ing effect

relies on w ithin-zone plasticity or across-zone plasticity. A given test of

association-specific prim ing that yields im paired perform ance in am nesia could

be construed as a test that relies on across-zone p lasticity . Sim ilarly ,

d isp ropo rtiona te de fic its in reca ll ve rsus recogn ition can a rise if the

circum stances are such that the recall test places relatively m ore dem ands on

across-zone plasticity. Unfortunately , an independent metric for w ithin- versus

across-zone plasticity has not been identified. In addition, the situation is

com plicated by the possibility that behavioural prim ing effects may depend

more on one or the other type of plasticity as a function of subtly different

retrieval circumstances. In any event, further research is needed to m ore

precisely specify the boundaries of preserved prim ing in am nesia. Note that the

use of an im plicit memory test does not guarantee a preserved prim ing effect in

amnesia . Therefore, the contrast between im plicit and explicit m em ory is not

adequate for defining the categories of preserved and impaired memory

functions in amnesia .

Burnham ’ s (1903) description of consolidation cited both physical and

psychological processes. One way to construe the physical or neural mechanism

of consolidation is as an autom atic firm ing up of neural connections necessary

for long-term storage. Many have speculated on how long such a process would

require. The completion of such a process m ight indeed require a constant time

period due to som e passive molecular process. In contrast, consolidation in the

present form ulation is considered an active process that depends on intervening

rehearsal and association; it does not inexorably run its course. Consolidation

can be thought of as the reorganisation of memory traces that occurs when

inform ation is rehearsed and also when any portion of the m em ory is accessed.

By this view , consolidation takes place at many points in time after the initial

experience. The time span of consolidation depends on the com plexity and

meaningfulness of the memorial inform ation, the number of times the m em ory is

accessed, and the nature of concom itant reorganisation.

A prim e opportunity for this memory access is in the context of the retrieval

of the memory in question. Significantly, retrieval does not only occur in the

waking state. In all likelihood, consolidation regularly occurs in the context of

retrieval that takes place during sleep. In dream s, a m ultitude of m em ories are

accessed, particularly recent memories. Consolidation may occur whether or not

there is any lasting memory for the dream . Indeed, a peculiar characteristic of
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dream sÐ that they are quickly forgotten upon awakening unless rehearsed

during the waking stateÐ suggests that memory functions have sw itched to

another mode. W inson (1985) and others have shown that changes in the

functional connectivity of hippocam pal subregions correlate w ith sleep stage

(e.g . hippocampal gating patterns change such that output from CA3 neurons is

enhanced during slow-wave sleep). Furthermore, firing patterns of ensembles of

rat hippocam pal neurons demonstrate a degree of synchrony during waking that

is specifically maintained during subsequent slow-wave sleep (W ilson &

M cNaughton, 1994). Thus, dream sleep m ay be a vital time for the ``off-line’ ’

processing of memories (e.g. M arr, 1971; W inson, 1985). In this way, memories

can be retrieved and integrated with the individuals’ long-term plans and goals,

a lthough this is not necessarily apparent in dream content. Associations thus

forged am ong recent memories and old, well-established m em ories provide a

critical part of the consolidation process. Im portantly, the reorganisation of

m em ories does not happen random ly but is regulated according to higher-level

goals such that certain memories are m ore likely to be accessed and thus more

readily consolidated.

Another fundamental issue that theories of am nesia must address is whether

the im pairment applies to only certain types of inform ation or to all types of

inform a tion. Cohen and Squ ire (1980) suggested that conso lida tion is

preferentially required for the particular type of information termed declarative

knowledge , which includes autobiographical episodes as well as facts and is

directly accessible to conscious recollection. Others have emphasised config-

urational processing, in the sense that som e m emories require rela tional

connections among multiple informational elem ents (E ichenbaum , Otto, &

Cohen, 1992; Sutherland & Rudy, 1989). I also place central im portance on

configurational connections, but not fundamentally w ith respect to informational

elem ents. Rather, representations that exist within discrete neocortical zones

constitute the elements that must be associated via consolidation. Thus,

consolidation operates by strengthening connections am ong a set of neocortical

ensem bles, each localised w ithin a single neocortical zone. In the absence of

consolidation, not all types of inform ation are lost. The boundary between

impaired and preserved memory depends on the biologyÐ memory is im paired

when it depends on connections am ong neocortical ensem bles. A lingering

problem is to be able to determ ine whether or not connections am ong

neoco rtica l ensem bles are requ ired for any given instance of m em ory

perform ance.

In addition to specifying the functional characteristics of consolidation, it is

also necessary to specify the outcom e of consolidation. W hat is it that changes

over the course of consolidation? So far I have speculated that a new declarative

m em ory requires a special sort of neocortical plasticity that is capable of linking

m em ory traces from disparate neocortical regions. The key change is the

formation of a new neocortical ensem ble in the anterior tem poral region and/or
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associated orbitofrontal regions. This new ly formed coherence ensem ble differs

from the p rove rbia l ``grandm other ce ll’ ’ in tha t it doe s no t opera te

independently. It m aintains the integrity of the consortium of neocortical

ensem bles but it does not redundantly re-represent all the sam e information.

G lobal aspects of a fact or event m ay be represented by the coherence ensem ble,

whereas the consortium of neocortical ensem ble s represents the various

com ponen ts of the m em ory. N eoco rtical en sem bles can a lso be used

concurrently in other memories (just as neurons participating in each neocortical

ensem ble can also be used concurrently in other neocortical ensembles).

Recollection thus involves the conjoint activation of the coherence ensem ble

and the consortium of neocortical ensembles. In short, consolidation can be

conceptualised as the transfer of the coherence contribution from a set of

neurons in the hippocam pus to a set of interconnected neocortical neurons

constituting a coherence ensemble. This neocortical coherence function takes

some time to develop, whereas the hippocampal coherence function develops

more quickly, perhaps even in a single trial, but also fades more rapidly w ith

disuse (see M cClelland, M cNaughton, & O’ Reilly , 1995; M ilner, 1989).

The present proposal accounts for the com mon coexistence of anterograde

and retrograde am nesia, while it a lso allows for dissociations between

anterograde and retrograde amnesia, as follows. First, hippocampal dam age

causes anterograde amnesia because new coherence ensembles can only be

created slowly and inefficiently. H ippocampal dam age also produces some

retrograde amnesia because of incom plete consolidation of recent memoriesÐ

the form ation of coherence ensem bles occurs over a time period that depends on

the extent to which the memories are retrieved, integrated, and associated.

Second, dam age to anterior portions of temporal and/or orbitofrontal cortex can

lead to retrograde am nesia (see reviews by Kapur, 1993; M arkow itsch, 1995)

because som e of the storage sites of coherence ensem bles have been destroyed

such that retrieval of the formerly associated neocortical consortia is inefficient.

Th ird, a more severe am nesia is produced after damage to both the hippocampus

and anterior tem poral areas because neocortical consolidation is m ore severely

hampered w ithout either the hippocam pus to prom ote the forma tion of

coherence ensembles or anterior temporal regions to act as the substrate for

these new ensembles.

THE NEURAL DYSFUNCTION OF AMNESIA

Each of the multifarious neurological conditions associated w ith amnesia

disrupts function in one or m ore of a set of brain structures generally regarded as

com ponents of the limbic system . Prom inent among these structures are the

hippocam pus, neighbouring cortical areas in the tem poral lobe, structures in the

diencephalon (the mam millary bodies and certain m idline thalam ic loci,

a lthough precisely which is controversial) , and the basal forebrain . An
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exhaustive list of the critical brain lesions m ight thus include a large number of

areas that may or may not com prise a single functional system . For present

purposes, a key question is how these areas function in the service of

consolidation.

One difficulty in identifying the lesions that are critical for the em ergence of

amnesia is that many of the conditions that produce it cause additional damage

to other regions. These additional lesions can cause m em ory and cognitive

disturbances that are dissociable from the deficits caused by the critical lesions.

Patients w ith am nesia due to Korsakoff’ s syndrom e, for example, usually have

brain damage that superim poses additional sym ptoms on the am nesia. Even

taking such superimposed deficits into account, the available neuropsycholo-

gical evidence is insufficient to support firm conclusions about whether the core

deficits of amnesia differ as a function of qualitatively different configurations

of brain damage.

A lthough the anatom y of am nesia has been studied intensively for many

years, in vivo neuroimaging technology now provides a significant source of

inform ation that was not previously available. M oreover, functional neuroim a-

ging can provide a vital new perspective on the neural dysfunction. The majority

of the extant evidence on the neuroanatomy of amnesia specifies only structural

dam age, whereas functional alterations can also be highly relevant for

understanding am nesia. This point can be made more concretely w ith reference

to a study of alcoholic Korsakoff’ s syndrome (Paller et al., in press). Functional

neuroimaging of glucose utilisation w ith positron em ission tomography was

used to investigate the neural dysfunction responsib le for the am nesic

impairment. Results suggested that the known diencephalic lesions in these

patients had remote effects on other brain areas. In particular, m etabolic

abnorm alities were found in the frontal lobe, the parietal lobe, and both anterior

and posterior cingulate regions. In contrast, abnorm alities were not found in

temporal lobe areas, including the hippocampus. Therefore , the idea that

amnesia reflects an across-the-board disruption of processing w ithin the m edial

temporal region and parts of the diencephalon must be supplanted by a theory

that confers a degree of independence to these two brain areas.

A likely alternative is that hippocampal±neocortical interaction is not the sole

factor mediating consolidation. Specifically it can be hypothesised that m idline

thalam ic nuclei function to activate w idespread cortical regions such that two

types of interactions w ith neocortical storage sites can occur simultaneously.

One is mediated by projections from the hippocampus to posterior neocortical

regions via entorhinal cortex. The other is mediated by projections from several

m idline thalam ic nuclei to prefrontal cortex and to other parts of the cerebral

cortex. Prefrontal projections to posterior cortical regions also figure in rela ted

m echanisms for imm ediate or working m em ory (e.g. Fuster, 1995). In short, two

types of interactions m ust be active in order for neocortical ensem bles to store

declarative memories norm ally. Synaptic alterations may occur through Hebbian
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principles such that concurrent input from both sources is required. This

speculation is consistent w ith the notion that many different configurations of

brain dam age produce basically the same sort of m em ory defect.

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER
CONSOLIDATION VIEWS

Neural in teractions between the hippocampus and distributed neocortical

locations in the service of consolidation have been emphasised in m any m ore

theories than can be cited in the space available here. For exam ple, the need for

linking inform ation from multiple cortical regions was recognised in a proposal

developed by Damasio (1989), although that formulation did not include

specifics about consolidation. Squire et al. (1984) described a consolidation

process in w hich neocortica l a ctivity was m odified by input from the

hippocam pal region, leading to neoco rtical reorganisa tion. Im po rtantly ,

reorganisation was portrayed as occurring in concert w ith forgetting, in that

some connectivity is improved while som e is lost. Several computational models

of hippocampal consolidation have been developed (M cC lelland et al., 1995;

Squire & Alvarez, 1995; Treves & Rolls, 1994). Halgren (1984) postulated that

the hippocam pus contributes to the retrieval of recent m em ories and to the

experience of fam iliarity though reciprocal connections between hippocampus

and neocortex form ing positive feedback loops. H ighly specific connections

would thus be required such that particular hippocampal and neocortical cells

mu tually excite each other. A different sort of hippocampal±neocortical

interaction was proposed in the m em ory-indexing theory of Teyler and

D iScenna (1986). The information stored in the hippocam pus was thought to

provide a map or index of the sets of neocortical ensem bles representing

particular experiences. Thus, reactivation of a hippocam pal index would lead to

the reactivation of an array of neocortical loci and thereby a memorial

experience. Conso lidation was conceived of as a process of continual

reactivation of a hippocam pal index, leading to increm ental effects on the

associated cortical circuitry and the establishm ent of a cortically based memory

trace. Squire, Shimamura, and Amaral (1989) argued for an alternative view

based on anatom ical evidence suggesting that specific reciprocal feedback

between the hippocampus and neocortex is not anatom ically possible . Instead,

h ippocam pa l ou tpu t w as hypo the sised to act nonspec ifica lly . W hether

hippocam pal output can topologically access specific neocortical ensem bles

rem ains a point of contention. The present theoretical stance does not solve this

controversy, but it does emphasise the idea that temporal lobe pathways and

diencephalic/frontal pathways func tion together in m ediating neocortical

consolidation. W ickelgren (1979) described a learning process in which the

hippocam pus regulates how new representations are assigned to neuronal

ensem bles. The present concept of the formation of coherence ensembles has
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m uch in com mon with W ickelgren’ s use of the concept of ``chunking’ ’ and is

also related to the idea of unitised representations discussed by Schacter and

M cGlynn (1989) and others.

RECOLLECTION, NEUROIMAGING, AND
NEUROMONITORING

Consolidation theories of am nesia generally postulate that retrieval processes are

not directly disrupted. However, the m em ory loss that amnesic patients

experience is a failure of recollection, so som e comments on the subjective

experience of rem embering are in order. The feeling of fam iliarity is not a

function solely of m em ory retrieval. Jacoby and colleagues have argued that

fam iliarity arises as an unconscious inference based on current situational

factors as well as on retrieved m em ories (e.g. Jacoby, Kelley, & Dywan, 1989;

for a related view see Mandler, 1989). Unconscious inferences can also give rise

to prim ing effects in paradigms wherein prior experience with studied material is

not attributed to fam iliarity with the m aterial but is instead attributed to another

factor (e.g. the fam e of a face or nam e, the loudness of a sound, or the duration

of a visual presentation). Am nesic patients are not deficient in making

inferences in these prim ing paradigms, yet they are deficient when it com es

to inferences regarding recognition (Paller et al., 1991; Squire & M cKee, 1992).

The functional deficit of amnesia is clearly not in the ability to make these

inferences. Nonetheless, it can be useful to consider recollection as an outcome

of an inference process, rather than as an inherent characteristic of m em ory. It

remains to conceptualise the neural processes whereby memory retrieval events

can provoke the type of inference that is critical for recollective experience.

Research on amnesia has taught us that the recollection of facts and events is

associated w ith a type of m em ory distinctly different from prim ing phenom ena,

although both types of memory rely on neocortical storage mechanism s. These

two types of m em ory are biologically dissociable in their dependence on

nonidentical brain regions. Configurations of brain damage that give rise to

circum scribed amnesia spare prim ing, whereas particular types of prim ing can

be disrupted in the absence of declarative m em ory deficits (e .g . Gabrieli e t al.,

1995). The distinct neural correlates of these two types of memory can also be

studied in norm al subjects.

Neuroimaging studies using positron em ission tomography (PET) have begun

to exam ine cerebral blood -flow changes correlated w ith recollective processing.

These blood-flow changes are used as a proxy for neuronal activity . For

exam ple, studies using a stem-completion paradigm showed that frontal lobe

areas were activated more strongly during recall than during baseline conditions

(Buckner et al., 1995). Results from other PET studies are also consistent w ith

the conclusion that the frontal lobe plays an im portant role in recollection (e.g .

G rasby et al., 1993; Schacter et al., 1996; Shallice et al., 1994; Tulving et al.,
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1994). In contrast, a bilateral blood-flow reduction in occipito-temporal

neocortex was shown in the prim ing relative to the control condition (Buckner

et al., 1995). This effect was interpreted as supporting the idea that sensory-

specific areas necessary for representing visual word-form are important for

prim ing, in that they are activated less by words when those words have been

recently encountered com pared to when they have not. These results readily

accord w ith prior ideas on the neural substrates of recollection and prim ing.

Neuromonitoring studies using electrophysiological m easures called event-

related potential (ERPs) offer a different perspective on m em ory functions of the

brain. W hereas neuroimaging techniques can be used to show which brain areas

are active during particular types of cognitive processing, neuromonitoring

techniquesÐ in which the electrical activity of the brain is monitored w ith high

tem poral resolutionÐ can be used to find out more precisely when and in what

circum stances these m em ory functions come into play. In this m anner, it m ay be

possible to use ERPs to monitor the neural events underlying recollection as they

unfold (for review , see Rugg, 1995). For example, Paller and Kutas (1992)

isolated an ERP correlate of recollection that occurred during a word-

identification prim ing test. This ERP measure was recorded 500±900m s after

words were flashed and was evident at all scalp locations exam ined. The

intracranial sources of this ERP effect have not been established, but scalp

topographic evidence suggests that frontal lobe activity was likely to have made

a contribution. M oreover, the ERP effect was evident over the frontal lobe

100m s prior to being evident at other locations. In contrast, qualitatively

different results were found in experiments wherein ERP correlates of visual

word-form prim ing were isolated (Paller & Gross, subm itted; Paller et al.,

subm itted), indicating that ERPs are selectively sensitive to the different

retrieval processing underlying recollection and prim ing.

The process of consolidating dispersed neocortical memories cuts across

encoding±retrieval distinctions because it begins when encoding occurs and it

continues with subsequent retrieval events so that the neocortical memory

becomes self-sufficient. M ost m em ory studies w ith neuroim aging or neuro-

monitoring have focused on encoding or retrieval. Intracranial ERP recordings

have suggested that the hippocampus is active both during initial stim ulus

presentation and at retrieval when retention intervals are fairly short (Paller,

Roessler, & McCarthy, 1990). In future, it may be possible to investigate

consolidation by probing the intervening events of rehearsal. This is when

retrieval happensÐ and also when consolidation happens.

W ith fu ture technical advances, evidence from neurom onitoring and

neuroimaging w ill probably becom e increasingly more relevant for under-

standing the neural substrates of recollection and other m em ory functions.

Hypotheses that once appeared untestable in hum an subjects m ay thus turn out

to be subject to em pirical test. The use of these techniques in m em ory research

may be most advantageous when neuropsychology provides a foundation upon
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which neuroim aging and neuromonito ring can build more elaborate and

comprehensive theoretical structures.

TOWARDS A PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL
UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN MEMORY

Combining the multiple perspectives of neuropsychology, neuroim aging, and

neurom onitoring provides a way to approach both the psychological and

biological aspects of hum an memory in an integrated m anner. The theoretical

stance taken here to address the evidence from hum an amnesia, along w ith

evidence concerning the neural substrates of memory functions in norm al

subjects, is at once psychological and biological. The consolidation theory that I

have articulated includes many aspects borrowed from prior theories, and yet it

is still incom plete and in need of additional empirical support. Obviously there is

m uch more to learn about the neural substrates of human memory functions.

Optim istically, attention to theory should guide future research, and new

evidence guide theory developm ent, such that the consolidation view m ay

continue to change and improveÐ like a ship that is rebuilt plank by plank on the

open sea, all the while staying afloat (paraphrasing Neurath, 1932).
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